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LROC KZN Committee :
Chairman: Brian Moore
chairman@landroverclub.org.za
social@landroverclub.org.za
Cell: 082 842 0064
Vice Chairman: Kingsley Kemp
vicechairman@landroverclub.org.za
Cell: 082 670 9063
Treasurer, Webmaster and membership :
Brendan Mitchell
treasurer@landroverclub.org.za web@landroverclub.org.za
membership@landroverclub.org.za
Cell: 083 2824318
Secretary: Andrew Kirkbride
secretary@landroverclub.org.za
Cell: 079 743 6488
Gates/Trails :
gates@landroverclub.org.za
Russell Slogrove (Cell: 083 630 4318)
Kyle Miller (Cell: 083 611 7441) (Gates and Trails)
Dylan Mickleburgh (Cell: 083 440 6086)
Etienne van Zyl (Cell: 081 756 0581)
Heinz Stegen (Cell : 082 895 4208)
Newsletter Editor: Bridget Slogrove
newsletter@landroverclub.org.za or bridget.slogrove@gmail.com
Cell: 083 270 0238

Disclaimer :
The views and opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Club’s committee or members and
may be incorrect.
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Editors Letter
On our way to our way back from our monthly committee meeting at Dylan’s in Crestholm at the beginning of March,
as we came off the M7 at Northdene and made our way down Main Road towards home, a light appeared on the
dashboard along with a horrible alarm sound. I was driving and the
little picture looked like a car with all four doors open. Russell
leaned over and had a look and straight away realised that it was a
warning for the ACE. Apparently the hydraulic cylinder on the front
of Green Dragon had been leaking oil for some time and obviously
the oil had now drained out completely and as such, the warning light
and alarm was now on.
Over the weekend, he disassembled the landrover to get the hydraulic
cylinder off. He then posted on the Whatsapp groups to see if anyone
had one for sale. Luckily one of our members said that he could get
one for an extremely reasonable price. Russell asked him to go ahead
and get the part for him. Unfortunately we would not be able to join
the members on the Sani Pass drive. The following weekend, the part
was dropped off and Russell began to reassemble to landrover.
Unfortunately, due to the fact that we have a steel front bumper, it
was difficult to get this cylinder off but even more difficult to get the
replacement part back on, especially as Russell had not taken the
front bumper off the vehicle.
A weekend went by and Russell had almost given up due to the job being so difficult. But then another of our members
had said that he would be able to assist with putting the vehicle back together again. Russell was spurred on with the
feeling of having assistance. So on the Friday afternoon when he arrived home from work, he was in the garage
starting to put all the parts back into place. Unfortunately the member could not make it but Russell forged ahead and
shortly after I arrived home with a crate of beer to keep him going, he had assembled the Green Dragon.
We contacted one of the other members who has a Hawkeye as he needed to bleed the system and push all the air out
otherwise we would not have the ACE working correctly. The member arrived shortly afterwards and they started with
the bleeding system. I was extremely keen to watch this as the Hawkeye makes the vehicle rock from left to right and
back again in order to bleed the system. Although it was not working properly, there was some movement of the body
and after retrying a couple times, the guys decided to call it a night. The only way we would be able to test the vehicle
would be to go out for a drive.
Russell had also noticed that the rear hydraulic cylinder was also leaking a bit, but it would be alright for a while still.
Guess what? That one is now also leaking badly and needs to be replaced. He was told to remove them completely but
I think we enjoy the comfort of the vehicle to much not just when driving on the road but also when off roading.
That drive would be the gates at the beginning of April.
Your editor
Bridget Slogrove
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Calendar of forthcoming events
LROC KZN PROVISIONAL EVENTS DIARY 2018/2019
When

What, where

16/17
Mar
2019
6/7 Apr
2019
28 Apr
2019
5 May

Sani Pass Drive with sleep over
if members wish
1st Gates
Killarney 4x4
Pipeline Drive
High Flats

2019
26 May

Cars in the Park

2019
1/2 June

2nd Gates

2019
27/28
July
2019
28 July

Highstakes
3rd Gates
Inchanga 4x4
Vintage Car Club

2019
24/25
Aug
2019
26/27

Information

Oct 2019

Big Rock

Grade

More details to
follow
More details to
follow

Dylan
083 440 6086

3-5
3-5

More details to
follow
Subject to
member making
plans
More details to
follow
More details to
follow

Heinz Stegen

More details to
follow

3-5

082 895 4208
Kyle Miller

3-5

083 611 7441

More details to
follow

4th Gates
Non-stop Adventures
5th Gates

CONTACT
PERSON

More details to
follow
More details to
follow

Etienne van Zyl

3-5

081 756 0581
Russell Slogrove

3-5

083 630 4318

Some drives to look forward to in the new year will be Aloe Trail and a drive to Wartburg for those
who prefer easy drives.
Trail Grading : All our events/trails are graded according to the 5 grades below.
1.

Complete novice soft dirt trail, no low range required. Suitable for all Land Rovers including the Freelander.

2.

Limited low range required but suitable for the novice driver. Suitable for all Land Rovers including the Freelander.

3.

Low range and limited off road knowledge required. Suitable for all Land Rovers with certain trails not suitable for the
Freelander.

4.

A low range technical trail suitable for the experienced. The inexperienced will be able to do the trail, as long as assistance
will be available from the more experienced members. Suitable for all Land Rovers except the Freelander.

5.

Extremely technical , suitable for the experienced and/or modified vehicle only with the possibility of vehicle damage.
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New Members
WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS
Remember it’s your club and you will get out of it what you want to. You have purchased THE BEST 4 x 4 x FAR and
now it’s time to use it. See you at the next club event.

New Members for Newsletter
MemberNo

Prefix

Initials Surname MemberName

663

Mr

664

Mr and M
Mrs

D

Kirkbride Declan
Sutton

Manie

Salutation

Email Address

Date
Joined

M/ship

Declan stan.kirkbride@gmail.com 201310

Full

Manie and manie.sutton@gmail.com 201904
Teresa

Full
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Member Profile
Please meet Doug Norton
Does your Landy have a name and what inspired that name?

Our landy is called Terraphi - Terra = Land and Phi = 1.618 = Golden Ratio found in all of nature.
Also synonymous with terrify, therapy...
If you could have one modification/accessory fitted to your Landy, what would it be?

Only accessory I would want is an ammo box shaped and packaged mechanic complete with all
tools and spares required..
Sadly the mechanic currently doubles as the driver. Tracey may want a younger driver who can
navigate properly...
2nd choice would be a Warp drive... mostly for the highways, but also to un-warp a warped mind so
that I don't embarrass Tracey on those social occasions.
What is your favorite Land Rover memory?

Favorite land rover memory must be when I was changing the clutch slave and squirted brake fluid
in my eye causing sudden connection of cranium and gearbox... Must be favorite because I cannot
seem to forget it...
What is your worst Land Rover memory?

Worst landrover memory... Evidently the strange language coming from the underside of landrover
shortly after cranial gearbox connection. I cannot seem to remember it despite repeated
reminders... from the neighbors.
Where have you been in your Land Rover?

A strong memory is nearly embarking on the Eastern Cape coastal 4x4 trip when we had just
married the landy. At the time I didn't know landy well enough, my ability or the route, so I opted for
dirt roads instead.
Glad I did because the Landy was unbeknownst to me gasping for maintenance, and would have
left me stranded.
I really need to go back and complete that trip. Any volunteers? Please?
Where would you still like to travel to in your Landy?

I use my landy sometimes to work, mostly to the fuel station and occasionally to heaven....
Planning a Mozambique trip in June. Seriously looking forward to it...
I transport canoe, hobie and such with it.
If you could own any Land Rover (besides what you own already) what would it be and why?

Another land rover at the same time? Cannot imagine that... you would never get out from under
them...
You don't buy a Land rover... you marry one.
A bit like imagining another wife while you are with this one... That's a serious failure to learn a
lesson...
Another landy in this picture could get Terraphi taking me to court for my house...
At least Terraphi and wife get on well. I do enjoy the Landy, and my wife at the same time...
Another Landy? Only after death has parted us, and I just may go first.
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Besides land-rovering what else do you enjoy doing?

Beyond that, I enjoy Adventure motorcycle riding, camping, canoeing, fishing kayak and such
related things...
Some pics of Landy below. One is on the ferry going across the Kei River.
The other is launching the canoe I just built on Umgeni river.
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For sale
Landrover advert....Landrover Series 3.1978.SWD petrol..Enthusiats/collectors vehicle..Fully
restored original mechanicals inc engine (1 000kms recent),diffs,gear and transfer
boxes,shafts,bearings etc..converted to lead free petrol .. power steering,brake
booster,electronic ignition,Weber carb..no rust,galvanized fire wall and imported UK chassis,
carpets throughout ,upgraded shocks,wheels and suspension,resprayed and reupholstered
etc..R185 000 negotiable .. John 0834470713
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Past events
Sani Pass Drive with camp over on the 16 March 2019
Unfortunately, Russell and I could not go along on this drive as he was still trying to fix Green Dragon and I
have not yet received the write up from one of the members who went along on the drive, but I have
included some photos that were taken by the members who went along (Thanks Etienne and Johan for
allowing me to use your photos).
I do know from our committee meeting that the weekend was very well attended as you can see from the
group photo taken on Sani Pass. One of our members was left behind at one point as there was confusion
over whether he had climbed into someone else car or not and the group left him behind running after the
land rovers. The members camped at Gox Hill Farm and were able to watch cows being milked and woke
to the sounds of living on a farm. There was also a storm on the Saturday, which sent most of the members
scurrying for cover where they ended up sleeping in the kitchen at the farm house.
This was the post as per the email from Mr Moore to all members –
The intention is to leave early Saturday morning for a jaunt up and down the Pass, so all things
going well, we will meet very early at Cato ridge (04H00 for convoy departure say 04H30) to get to
the border post as soon as possible around 07h00-07h30.
We will drive the pass, have a dram at the Sani Top Chalets and if time permits, play around a bit
at the top, and then head back down for home or stop-over for the night ...
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This overnight drive looked absolutely awesome and I really look forward to doing this in future as I have
never gone up Sani Pass before.
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Something Technical
Here are some benefits of suspension air bags:








Easy to install
Bolts into place
Most kits require no drilling
Adjustable according to weight demands
Supports up to 5000 lbs. of load weight
Custom fit
Air pressure must be monitored

Air bags support payload pressure to keep vehicles flat, whereas leaf helper springs use coils to
achieve the same thing. Here are some of the benefits of helper springs:










Easy to install
Bolts into place
Doesn't involve drilling
Accommodates a vast range of demands
Supports up to 5000 lbs of load weight
Can be installed in under an hour
Leaks are never a factor
Can be used for off–roading
Firmer rides when no load is present

For vehicle owners who are just now looking to augment their suspension systems, the choice
between airbags or helper springs can seem overwhelming at first. As such, it's important to learn
the benefits of air bag suspension and compare it to the advantages of leaf spring suspension.

Benefits of Air Bag Suspension
In vehicle suspension systems, air bags have long been a popular option for drivers who want extra
support for payload capacity. Once installed, air bags can be adjusted to meets the demands of a
given load. Adjustments for more or less pressure are usually made via lines that extend from the
air bags to the license plate of a vehicle in most manual setups.
Air bags work by expanding and contracting according to the weight and gravity of a driving
situation. Whether you drive up a sharp incline or along roads with speed bumps, suspension air
bags can keep your ride flat and smooth. So how does air suspension work and what do airbags do
for a truck?
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#1. Easy to Install
Suspension air bags are easy to install, and the whole job can often be performed in under an hour
by following a simple set of instructions. You don't even need to have prior experience with air bag
installation to pull off the task.
All you need are a few basic tools, which will often be included in an air bag kit. Once you've raised
your vehicle to gain access to the underside, you just fit the air bags into place and bring the
vehicle back down. Then, you adjust the pressure from the access line to suit the load
requirements.
#2. Bolts Into Place
One of the most convenient aspects of air bag installation is how they bolt right into place. Air bag
suspension for leaf springs works as an added component to your pre–existing suspension system.
You don't have to ply away at anything or fiddle around with screws or bolts just to get an air bag
properly fitted under each side of your truck's rear axle.
The only challenge that sometimes arises with air bag installation is aligning the air lines correctly.
You need to make sure that the lines are snug and not placed in the way of any neighboring
underside components. After you've installed the air bags, the lines should be secured to the frame
and away from heat and the elements.
#3. Most Kits Require No Drilling
The majority of air bag suspension kits require no drilling, which makes them super–convenient for
the DIY installer who just wants to snap each bag into place and hit the road. Therefore, the tools
required for air bag installation are quite simple. As long as you have a kit, a flashlight, goggles, a
jack and a set of jack stands, you should be ready to go.
#4. Adjustable according to weight demands
One of the most valuable benefits of air bag suspension is adjustability. With an increase or
decrease in the amount of air pressure in each bag, you can adjust the suspension for rides with
lights loads, heavy loads or no load at all.
People often ask — do helper springs really work? The answer is yes, absolutely. Suspension air
bags offer a huge advantage for trips that involve uneven loads. For example, if the load you carry
leans toward the right side or left side of the vehicle, the air bags can be adjusted to accommodate
the issue.
#5. Supports Up to 5000 lbs. of Load Weight
Suspension air bags are capable of supporting a vehicle's full payload capacity. When you move
furniture or boxes in a midsize truck, for instance, air bags will handle the loads without a slump.
Likewise, if you are taking a large shipment of commercial or industrial products from one region to
another, air bags offer optimal suspension.
As long as the air pressure is sufficient for the entire length of a trip, suspension air bags will
support thousands of pounds across thousands of miles, regardless of whether you mostly drive
freshly paved freeways or gravelly back roads.
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#6. Custom Fit
Different vehicles require different amounts of back–end support. Depending on the make and
model of your vehicle, you might need to have specially tailored suspension air bags. Thankfully,
air bags can be customized to suit a vast range of vehicles, from small and midsize trucks to large
commercial trucks.
If all you need is a full air bag kit for your truck, suspension air bags can give your vehicle the
necessary support to carry boxes and crates from one location to another or, alternately, to tow
trailers and boats out to vacation destinations. If you wish to install air bags into pre–existing
springs, the parts can be purchased to your custom specifications.
#7. Reliable Air Pressure
Truck owners and fleet operators can expect a long service life from a pair of suspension air bags.
As long as the rubber is in optimal shape and the air pressure is adjusted to the demands of the
payload, air bags offer optimal suspension in all types of driving terrain, be it smooth, flat and
straight or gravelly, steep and bumpy.
Granted, air pressure needs to be monitored on a periodic basis to ensure that it meets the
demands placed upon the vehicle. In many cases, you'll need to adjust air bags between each
drastic change in payload. If you overlook the airbags for any length of time, the air pressure could
fall below the required level and cause your truck to sag.

Advantages of Spring Suspension
Leaf spring helpers are the other primary option for enhancing the suspension system in a vehicle.
Spring helpers consist of coil springs that expand and contract according to the weight of the
vehicle and pressure of the driving situation. Air bag suspension for leaf springs needs air to
operate, whereas leaf spring helpers function as actual springs.
Helper springs generally come in two types, constant and progressive. Constant helper springs
provide a constant payload capacity, which can be increased or decreased with a manual
adjustment of the torque. Progressive helper springs adjust automatically to the payload demands
placed on a vehicle at any given time. As such, progressive helper springs are more popular
among truck owners who prefer a low–maintenance suspension system.
#1. Easy to Install
Helper strings are incredibly easy to install under a truck. In fact, the whole task can be completed
in under an hour if you have the proper tools, which are often included in a helper spring kit. As
long as you have protective eyewear and a flashlight, you can complete DIY spring installation in
just a few steps. But do helper springs really work?
Helper springs work with leaf spring suspension systems. For trucks that don't get sufficient lift from
leaf springs, helper springs can provide the needed boost to keep a vehicle flat when fully loaded.
Unlike leaf springs, coil helper springs are actually "springs" in the technical sense.
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#2. Bolt into Places
Once you've cleared the way on each side under your vehicle, helper springs can be bolted right
into place. There is nothing elaborate about the whole process, you simply slide the springs onto
your existing suspension system and fasten the supporting parts back into place.
After you've completed the spring installation, you probably won't even have to see or think about
your helper springs again. The springs will simply do their job as you enjoy smoother rides with
optimal suspension.
#3. Doesn't Involve Drilling
As with the installation of air bags, DIY helper spring installation does not require drilling. Even
though you are adding an additional part to the underside of your vehicle, the part in question
simply slips into place around pre–existing components.
Basically, the installation of a helper spring involves unscrewing parts of your suspension system to
slot in the spring. Once you have the spring snugly in place and adjusted to its proper tension, you
simply reapply the surrounding parts and screw everything back into place.
#4. Accommodates a Vast Range of Demands
Helper springs are designed to accommodate a broad range of payload capacities. If you operate a
fleet of commercial trucks, helper springs can be used to provide uniform support for intrastate and
cross–country shipments. Depending on the length and weight of the vehicle, helper spring kits
come in an array of sizes and weight capacities.
If you feel that you need even more suspension for your vehicle, a helper–spring kit can augment
your leaf–spring suspension system. Helper springs adjust to the demands of a given trip, whether
you haul a trailer or load a piano into the back of the truck.
#5. Supports Up to 5000 lbs. of Load Weight
Helper springs can bear the full payload capacity of a given vehicle. As long as the truck itself is
made to haul a certain weight, there's a helper spring kit with the ability to support that truck's rear
underside.
Whereas many air bags need to be adjusted to accommodate drastic changes in payload, helper
springs adjust automatically. If you carry several thousand pounds on one day but then have no
load the following day, helper springs will give you optimal suspension all the same.
#6. Leaks Are Never a Factor
One of the main advantages of helper springs is that they are not vulnerable to air leaks. Likewise,
you don't have to worry about air pressure when it comes to helper springs, which simply expand
and contract as needed.
In fact, the reason why so many truck owners love leaf springs is that once you install a kit, you
don't even have to think about it. Whereas a lot of air bags require adjustments, helper springs
don't need to be modified a second time.
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#7. Can Be Used for Rugged Terrain
Helper springs will give your vehicle optimal suspension, even in the most rugged terrain. If you
need to haul furniture or ship loads across a route with peaks and valleys full of gravelly roads and
steep hills, helper springs will keep your vehicle from slouching throughout the trip.
With helper springs, the challenges that payload can pose for the functions of a vehicle are
alleviated. Whereas a truck with a conventional suspension system might having difficulty braking
or turning corners when carrying heavier loads, with helper springs, that's not a problem.
#8. Reduce Sway With No Maintenance
Helper springs reduce sway and make trips with heavy payloads smoother. However, on days
when you carry no load, the overall feel of a ride can be somewhat stiffer. Because of this, truck
driver and fleet operators who haul heavy loads on a regular basis often choose helper springs.
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Just for Fun
They say 90% of all Land Rovers manufactured are still on the road. The other
10% have reached their destination.
All Land Rovers are like women - They moan on long journey's, embarrass you in
front of friends and you spend more money than you ever expected once you've
committed yourself to one.
Police officers shake your hand when they issue you a speeding ticket
Why do most Defenders have jerry cans and gas bottles fitted?
So that the driver can make coffee while waiting for road assistance
Landy's have the best fuel consumption of all 4x4's.
That's because they are always being towed by something else.
Why do LR's always drive in convoy?
They are playing 'Who's the weakest Link'
I always wondered why they called their models, a Series 90, Defender 110 etc.
But this weekend I found out, those numbers in the model name are the top
speeds.
When you drive on a toll road, you get these yellow emergency phones next to the
road. Stop and look closer. On the phones there are emergency numbers l: police,
ambulance, doctor and Landrover Service .
Q: What do you find on pages 4 and 5 of the Landy's user's manual?
A: The train & bus schedule.
Q: What is the sport-version of a Landy?
A: When the driver wears Nike shoes.
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Q: What do you call a Landy with brakes?
A: Customized.
Q: What do you have to do if your Landy gets in the way of a swarm of killer
bees?
A: Stop pushing and take refuge inside the car.
Q. Why do the latest models have rear window demisters.
A. To keep the hands warm when pushing.
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